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10 Things Grateful People Do Differently
Ralph Waldo Emerson once said that in order to
achieve contentment, one should “cultivate the
habit of being grateful for every good thing that
comes to you, and to give thanks continuously.”
Turns out Emerson — who explored the meaning
of a good life in much of his work — wasn’t far off
when it comes to what we now know about
counting our blessings. Research is
continually finding that expressing thanks can lead
to a healthier, happier and less-stressed lifestyle.
“Life is a series of problems that have to be solved
— and a lot of times those problems cause stress,”
Robert Emmons, a gratitude researcher and
psychology professor at the University of
California, Davis said. “Gratitude can
be that stress buster.”
The way we celebrate holidays often includes a rhetoric of adopting an attitude of gratitude — but what about after
the leftovers and family china have been put away? How do we, as Emerson advised, be thankful for each thing that
contributes to our lives? Below find 10 habits that will help you cultivate gratitude on a regular basis.

1. Journal
Research has shown that writing down what you’re thankful for can lead to a multitude of wellness benefits. Keeping a
gratitude journal can reinforce positive thoughts — something particularly helpful as the brain tends to naturally focus
on what goes wrong. Putting pen to paper can also help you make more progress as you work toward personal goals.
In order to reap the full benefits of journaling, Emmons recommends writing for five to 10 minutes every other day.
“You really need to commit to doing it, and if you write it down eventually it will become more automatic,” Emmons
says. “It’s like exercise— you’re not just going to get up one morning and go running, you need to have a plan.
You need to have a gratitude action plan, whether it’s waking up and writing in the morning or in the evening before
you go to sleep — no one size best fits all.”

2. Don’t avoid the negative
Expressing gratitude may generate more optimism, but thankful people also don’t shy away from the negative.
Emmons says that while we often associate gratitude with focusing on the good and avoiding the bad, the key to
leading a thankful life is embracing setbacks as part of the journey. Emmons suggests recalling a hard time you once
experienced — chances are, you’ll start to feel grateful for your current state and overcoming former challenges.

3. Spend time with loved ones
Thankful people know they didn’t get to where they are by themselves — and they make it a habit to spend time
with those people who matter most. “Gratitude really helps us connect to other people,” Emmons says. “It actually
strengthens relationships and relationships are the strongest predictors of happiness and coping with stress.”

4. And tell them you love them
Expressing appreciation for loved ones can also help create a closeness by allowing others to see how you look at
them. “More than other emotion, gratitude is the emotion of friendship,” Michael E. McCullough, a University of
Miami researcher, told the New York Times in 2011. “It is part of a psychological system that causes people to raise
their estimates of how much value they hold in the eyes of another person.”
And stating how much you appreciate your loved ones pays off. A recent study published in the journal Personal
Relationships found that couples who expressed gratitude in their relationship had better marriages. Higher levels
of thankfulness in the relationship also seemed to reduce men and women’s likelihood of divorce.

5. Use social media mindfully
In our plugged-in culture, it’s impossible to avoid social media altogether. However, Emmons says, thankful people
mindfully take advantage of these networks. ”[Thankful people] use whatever cues that exist in everyday
environments to trigger grateful thoughts,” he says. “Pictures and information on social media — that’s a very good
way to do it.”
Research has found that positive thoughts shared on social media spread faster than than negative — something
that makes the gratitude process a lot easier when turning to the Internet. Emmons suggests assembling an archive
of postings on Facebook and Instagram to pull from when you need a reminder to be grateful. This method will
help you cue happy memories through pages that you normally visit on a daily basis. “Technology and devices are
criticized because you’re less connected, but if used correctly I think it can be the opposite,” Emmons said.

6. Know the value of the little things
There’s power in the small, ordinary moments, like catching the subway before the doors close or your pet greeting
your happily when you get home. Looking for a few things to add to your gratitude list? Here are 100.

7. Then help others appreciate them too
Small acts of kindness make a difference in a big way when it comes to cultivating gratitude. Thankful people make
it a habit to acknowledge and pay forward each bit of kindness that comes their way, whether it’s a simple
compliment, help on a task or getting flowers “just because.” Research shows this type of kindness makes both you
and the other person happier.

8. Volunteer
Everyone needs a little help sometimes — and grateful people know there’s no other way to acknowledge this than
by actively doing something about it. In his book Thanks!, Emmons notes that those who volunteer often feel
grateful for the experience to give back. “Since service to others helped them to ﬁnd their own inner spirituality,
they were grateful for the opportunity to serve,” he wrote.
As research published in BMC Public Health points out, volunteering can result in lower feelings of depression and
increased overall well-being. Emmons suggests examining your own talents and using them to help others, noting
that people become more grateful as givers rather than receivers.

9. Get moving
They may not seem similar, but gratitude and fitness can go hand-in-hand. According to Emmons’s 2003 study,
people who practiced gratitude also engaged in more exercise. The results also found that study participants had
fewer dietary restrictions and were less likely to smoke or abuse alcohol.
Exercising has been proven to clear your mind and reduce stress, all key components in setting yourself up for
gratitude. Thankful people who move their feet experience an overall healthier mind and body, therefore making
gratitude one of the best medicines, Emmons says.

10. Love yourself
Grateful people know that their thankful attitude can also fuel self-compassion. A study published in the journal
Personality and Individual Differences found that higher levels of gratitude were associated with greater self-esteem.
And it’s no wonder: When your well-being is a priority, you can’t help but feel great.
Thankful for being the person that you are? That should be at the top of your gratitude list.

Article source: http://bit.ly/2FIyTrj

This Week’s Exercise
KNEELING REAR FLY

Let’s get started!
You may need to use a lighter weight for this challenging move that works
muscles in your middle and upper back.

the

1. Grab a pair of dumbbells and kneel on the floor with your hands below your
shoulders, palms facing in, and your knees below your hips.
2. Raise your left arm straight out to the side (your arms should be slightly bent).
3. Focus on squeezing your left shoulder blade in closer to your spine. Hold for 1
count, then slowly lower to the starting position. That’s one rep.
4. Complete 15 reps with your left arm, and then switch to your right arm.
Source: http://bit.ly/2FJer9I

Regular exercise can help you control your weight, reduce your risk of heart disease, and strengthen your bones
and muscles. But if it’s been awhile since you’ve exercised and you have health issues or concerns,
it’s a good idea to talk to your doctor before starting a new exercise routine.

Ingredients

CHEESEBURGER SOUP

Directions
INSTANT POT

1/2 pound 93% lean ground turkey
1 tablespoon unsalted butter
1 medium onion, chopped
2 medium carrots, chopped
2 celery stalks, chopped
2 garlic cloves, minced
2 tablespoons all-purpose flour, wheat
or gluten-free*
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper
3 1/2 cups low sodium chicken broth
10 ounces potatoes (2 medium),
peeled and finely diced
1 (12-ounce) wedge cauliflower (1/4 of
a large head), stem attached
1 3/4 cups shredded 2% sharp
cheddar cheese
2 tablespoons chopped scallions,
for garnish

1. Press the sauté button on an electric pressure cooker.
Add the turkey and brown the meat, using a wooden
spoon to break it into small pieces as it cooks, 4 to 5
minutes. Drain the meat and transfer it to a small bowl.
2. In the pressure cooker (still on sauté), melt the butter.
Add the onion, carrots, celery, and garlic. Cook, stirring, until softened,
about 5 minutes. Add the flour, salt, and pepper to taste and cook,
stirring, for 1 minute to cook the flour. Return the turkey to the pressure
cooker and add the chicken broth, potatoes, and cauliflower and stir.
3. Seal and cook on high pressure for 10 minutes, until the potatoes are
soft. Quick release, then open when the pressure subsides.
4. Transfer the cauliflower and 1 cup of the liquid to a blender and blend
until smooth. Pour the puree into the soup and stir well. Add the cheddar
and stir until melted. Serve topped with the scallions.
STOVE METHOD
1. To make this in a large pot or Dutch oven, sauté over medium-high
heat in steps 1 and 2. For step 3, bring to a boil, then cook, covered, over
low heat until the potatoes and cauliflower are tender, 25 to 30 minutes.
Transfer 1 cup of the liquid and the whole cauliflower to the blender, and
blend until smooth. Stir the puree into the soup, add the cheddar, and
serve topped with the scallions.

Nutrition Information
Yield: 6 servings
Serving Size: 1-1/2 cups
Amount Per Serving:
Freestyle Points: 7
Points +: n/a
Calories: 254
Total Fat: 11.5g
Saturated Fat: 6g
Cholesterol: 52mg
Sodium: 670mg
Carbohydrates: 19g
Fiber: 3.5g
Sugar: 5g
Protein: 20g

Recipe source:
http://bit.ly/2FIzjOl

